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What does sustainability mean for you?



What does sustainability mean for you?

[ UN Sustainability definition ]

Meeting the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.



Internet access is 
still

far from universal.

[ Internet users ]



Energy demand 
grows rapidely.

It doubled in my lifetime.

[ World energy production ]



ICT is taking up an 
increasingly larger share.

Estimated energy
consumption of

240-340 TWhData
centres

260-360 TWhComm. 
networks

in 2022

1-1.3% of global 
electricity demand, each

[ IEA | DC and Telco ]

DC energy demand equals all of urban housing
Ireland, 2022

[ Ireland DC consumption ]



ICT is taking up an 
increasingly larger share. So companies get “creative.”

DC energy demand equals all of urban housing
Ireland, 2022

[ AWS buys diesel gen ] [ Ireland DC consumption ]



Sustainability 
is not only 
about energy!

Even if this lecture
focuses on energy

[ Planetary boundaries ]





What does sustainability mean for you?

Meeting the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.

We’ve got work to do!



Disclaimer
Take all numbers with a grain of salt!

Read [ Does not compute ]

All estimates 
largely depend on

 Hypotheses
often unclear

 Data sources

I’ve done my best to use only
reasonably trustworthy sources.

I expect I’ve got correct
orders of magnitude.

I may be wrong...

Be critical!



What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?



Let’s count in number of boils of an electric kettle.

Point this way

for “less than X”

Point that way

for “more than X”

One?

Two?

Three?

Zero? Four?

Ten?

Fifty?

Hundred?

What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?



0.077 kWh that is ~

in 2021

three boils

55 gCO2eq (*)

225m driving an ave. gasoline car

considering the 2021 average carbon intensity in the UK

[ GHG equivalencies calculator ]

* :

Let’s count in number of boils of an electric kettle.

What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?

[ Netflix 2022 ESG report ]



55 gCO2eq.

How do we 
measure this?

How can 
we improve?

Can technology
save us?

What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?



55 gCO2eq.

How do we 
measure this?

How can 
we improve?

Can technology
save us?

What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?



Power is the rate of 
energy comsumption.

Energy vs.

Units

Dim. Power

Joules (J)SI Watt (W)

Common Kilowatt-hour (kWh)

one kilowatt of power 
delivered for one hour

Kilowatt (kW)

rate corresponding to 
1000 joules per second

Distance (m) Speed (m/s)~ ~ 



Power is the rate of 
energy comsumption.

Energy

Units

Dim. Power

Joules (J)SI Watt (W)

Common Kilowatt-hour (kWh)

one kilowatt of power 
delivered for one hour

Kilowatt (kW)

rate corresponding to 
1000 joules per second

Distance (m) Speed (m/s)~ ~ 

Rate of 
energy usage

1W = 1J/s

Power is not “consumed.”
Power is “drawn.”



Carbon” is often used as metric
for all greenhouse gas emisions.

GHG

gCO2eqCommon or  gCO2e
or  gCO2-eq

 Carbon equivalence is a measurement term 
used to measure this impact.

E.g., 1 ton of methane has the same 
warming effect as about 84 tons of CO2

84 tons CO2eq

[ Methane emissions ]

 Carbon is often used as a broad term 
to refer to the impact of all types 
of emissions and activities on global warming. 

 We often shorten further to just “carbon,”
which is then used to refer to all GHGs.

Carbon

Units

Dim.

“



There are different types of
low-carbon energy sources.

Clean energy

Green energy

Renewable energy

does not produce 
carbon emissions

comes from nature

do not expire

There is some overlap 
between those categories

Classification is unformal 
and somewhat subjective

Wind, solar

Nuclear

Hydropower

E.g.,

comes from 
sources that 



Producing energy 
emits carbon.

... Wait, what about 
solar, hydro, etc? 

[ GSF practioner course ]



Producing energy 
emits carbon.

60% of the world’s energy 
comes from 

carbon-intensive sources

[ Rel. energy prod. | World ]

Despite the 

uptake of low-carbon energy,

the majority of the world’s 

energy still comes from 

carbon-intensive sources.



Producing energy 
emits carbon. Switzerland is an outlier.

Despite the 

uptake of low-carbon energy,

the majority of the world’s 

energy still comes from 

carbon-intensive sources.

Energy is quite clean 
in Switzerland, but hydropower 
cannot be scaled much further!

[ Rel. energy prod. | CH ]



What consumes energy 
in computer networks? 

Like for all (physical) products

 All steps of the product life cycle
from components extraction
to recycling.

During the use phase of the product

 Routers, transceivers, optical amplifiers

 The infrastructure needed to cool them!

[ LCA ]



It is important to distinguish
operational and embodied carbon footprints

Embodied carbon 

or “embedded carbon”

refers to the carbon pollution 
resulting from the creation 
and disposal of a product. operational

embodied



For consumer devices, 
the embodied footprint dominates.

[ GSF practioner course ]



For networked devices, it tends to be the opposite

Data from 2015

Networks

Data centers

User devices

Embodied emissions Operational emissions

[ Ericsson ICT report ]



For networked devices, it tends to be the opposite 
because their operational footprint is huge!

Data from 2015

Networks

Data centers

User devices

Embodied emissions Operational emissions

Not because better built or recycled

Because “use” phase consumes
a lot more in proportion 



It is also important to distinguish
attributional and consequential reasoning.

Attributional Consequential

Are these my carbon emissions? What are the consequences of this activity
in terms of carbon emissions?



Attributional Consequential

Are these my carbon emissions? What are the consequences of this activity
in terms of carbon emissions?



Attributional reasoning is about the 
allocation of the footprint to different parties.

Imagine 4 people driving
on a trip to a meeting.

We devide the emissions 
equally between among parties.

Policy



Attributional reasoning is about the 
allocation of the footprint to different parties.

Imagine 4 people driving
on a trip to a meeting.

We devide the emissions 
equally between among parties.

Policy

How much is allocated 
to each party?

¼ of the cost for 
driving one car.



Attributional reasoning is about the 
allocation of the footprint to different parties.

Now imagine a 5th person joins
requiring a second car

We devide the emissions 
equally between among parties.

Policy



Attributional reasoning is about the 
allocation of the footprint to different parties.

Now imagine a 5th person joins
requiring a second car

We devide the emissions 
equally between among parties.

Policy

How much is allocated 
to each party?

2/5 of the cost for 
driving one car.



Attributional Consequential

Are these my carbon emissions? What are the consequences of this activity
in terms of carbon emissions?



Consequential reasoning is about 
weighting the impact of alternatives.

Imagine five people driving 
to meeting, requiring a two cars.

We need the second car
as a consequence 
of the fifth person coming.



Consequential reasoning is about 
weighting the impact of alternatives.

Imagine five people driving 
to meeting, requiring a two cars.

We need the second car
as a consequence 
of the fifth person coming.

We can use this info to 
consider alternative options. 

What if the fifth person joins the meeting remotely?



Consequential reasoning is about 
weighting the impact of alternatives.

Consequential reasoning weighs 
the pros and cons of decisions

often in terms of total carbon emissions

rather than focusing on how to
allocate the responsibility to each party.

[ Consequential LCA ] 



Attributional Consequential

Are these my carbon emissions?
What are the consequences of this activity

in terms of carbon emissions?

 Accounting purposes  Informing decision making

 “Post-mortem” analysis
without predicting power

 Alternative-based analysis 
aiming to predict 
the effect of a change



Accounting needs
guiding principles.

Enters the GHG protocol.Attributional

 Accounting purposes

 “Post-mortem” analysis
without predicting power [ GHG protocol ]



The GHG protocol devides emissions
into three scopes.

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3

Direct emissions from the
fossil fuels you burn.

Indirect emissions from the
electricity you use.

Indirect emissions from your
supply and value chains.

That’s “all the rest”



[ GHG protocol ]



The emissions’ scope for a given product depends 
on who made it, and how.

Let’s consider the preparation of your favorite hot beverage.

[ GSF procurement post ]

Scope 1

Direct emissions from the
fossil fuels you burn.

Scope 2

Indirect emissions from the
electricity you use.

Scope 3

Indirect emissions from your
supply and value chains.



Setting the boundaries of Scope 3
is not trivial and somewhat subjective.

What do you count in the footprint of... 

 a web search?

 a video call?

 an email?

[ Hotcarbon 2023, A ]

“Your scope 3 
is someone else’s 
scopes 1&2”



The GHG protocol provides a general framework,
to be translated into domain-specific guidelines.

[ DIMPACT ]

One example

Created to measure, understand 
and ultimately reduce the 
emissions of serving digital media 
and entertainment products.



Quick recap
There are several useful ways of looking at carbon.

 Operational vs. Emboddied emissions

 Attributional vs. Consequencial reasoning

 Scoped emisions

3 other indirect emissions

2 my indirect emissions

1 my direct emissions



How do we improve?

 Operational vs. Emboddied emissions

 Attributional vs. Consequencial reasoning

 Scoped emisions

3 other indirect emissions

2 my indirect emissions

1 my direct emissions



It is useful to normalize the footprint
by considering efficiency metrics.

J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Device efficiency
(HW + SW)

Datacenter
PUE

Carbon
intensity

Operational



It is useful to normalize the footprint
by considering efficiency metrics.

J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Device efficiency
(HW + SW)

Datacenter
PUE

Carbon
intensity

Energy efficiency

(Wh/b)

Operational



A device efficiency depends on 
its utilization and energy propotionality.

x x

[ GSF practioner course ]



The Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE)
quantifies the infrastructure overhead. 

aka “Pointless Use of Energy”

x x

PUE = 
Total energy use

Energy used for
compute and comm.

PUE = 1.5 static power = 5kW

[ GSF practioner course ]



Since the introduction of PUE in 2006, 
progress have been made.

x x

[ Uptime | PUE goes up ]

“What is the annual PUE 
for your largest data center?”



Hyperscalers have already 
reached the plausible limits.

x x

[ Google | DC efficiency ]



The carbon intensity of the 
electricity grid fluctuates in time and space.

x x

[ Electricity Maps ]

https://app.electricitymaps.com/zone/CH
https://app.electricitymaps.com/zone/CH


Focus of the next hour

Breaking down the carbon efficiency allows 
identifying where there is room for improvements.

J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Device efficiency
(HW + SW)

Datacenter
PUE

Carbon
intensity

Operational



55 gCO2eq.

How do we 
measure this?

How can 
we improve?

Can technology
save us?

What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?



TV peripherals

Content delivery networkData centers

ISP networks

10%

Data centers

1%

End-user devices

89%

38% 5% 46%

[ Carbon Trust report ] [ Netflix 2022 ESG report ]

Use-phase
energy



TV peripherals

Content delivery networkData centers

End-user devices

89%

38% 5% 46%

[ Carbon Trust report ] [ Netflix 2022 ESG report ]

End-user devices dominate
the use-phase energy usage.



The “use of sold products” is beyond Netflix’s control
and is not included in their reported scoped emissions.

[ DIMPACT ]

Our responsibility

Someone else’s

What Netflix commits
to improve on

BUT the 55gCO2e
figure does include
the energy used by 
end-user devices 
while streaming!

Netflix’ argument

This energy is spent and matters,
even if it is not on us to reduce it.



Moreover, the actual streaming is by far
the smallest part of Netflix’s carbon footprint.

[ Netflix 2022 ESG report ]



Finally, these figures 
are all attributional.

1h streaming ~ 55gCO2e ⇏  55gCO2e is emitted 
when you stream for 1h

 55gCO2e is ‘saved’ 
if you stream 1h less

This analysis assigns responsibilities.

It does not predict effects of changes.



Adding up the numbers 
is... scary.

per year

Even if the network is “only” 10%
it is relevant to try and improve it!



How do we 
measure this?

How can 
we improve?

Can technology
save us?

What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?

55 gCO2eq.



Breaking down the carbon efficiency allows 
identifying where there is room for improvements.

J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Operational

Networks
& compute

Infrastructure
& HW design

Application
elasticity

... improves
with better...



J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Operational

Networks
& compute

Infrastructure
& HW design

Application
elasticity

... improves
with better...

Not really a 
network matter



Improves with 
better networks

J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Operational

Networks
& compute

Infrastructure
& HW design

Application
elasticity

... improves
with better...



Main focus
of networking

J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Operational

Networks
& compute

Infrastructure
& HW design

Application
elasticity

... improves
with better...



Main focus
of networking

J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Operational

Networks
& compute

Infrastructure
& HW design

Application
elasticity

... improves
with better...



Let’s consider two energy usage profiles
for the same task.

 High power

 Short time

 Low power

 Long time

time

power

Option 1 Option 2

[ The two blue areas are equal ]

Which option is more
energy efficient?



Let’s consider two energy usage profiles
for the same task.

power

Which option is more
energy efficient?Pidle

0 time

What about now?

[ The two blue areas are equal ]



Turning components off whenever possible 
is the fundamental way of saving energy.
aka “sleeping”

Sleeping is implemented

 DVFS

 Screens

 Radio duty-cycling 

Laptops, phones

IoT devices

CPUs

 ...

in all consumer IT



Sleeping is implemented

 DVFS

 Screens

 Radio duty-cycling 

Laptops, phones

IoT devices

CPUs

 ...

What about 
network devices?

in all consumer IT



How does such
a plot look like 
for a switch?

[ GSF practioner course ]



Vendors only provide information about 
the maximum power... So we measure ourselves!

WEDGE 100BF-32X
32 x 100G QSFP28 ports with Tofino 32D

Wedge switch

Power meter



The idle power dominates
i.e., network power is inelastic.

158W

193W

0W



158W

193W

0W

power

time

Pidle

0

The idle power dominates
i.e., network power is inelastic.

Not so far fetched...



158W

193W

0W

6.4 Tbps 

The traffic in the entire 
SWITCH network is less than

250 Tb/month [ Oct. 23 ]

Assuming 100% utilization

One switch could forward
one year-worth of traffic in

7,8 min

Typical utilisation is really low.



How “bad” is power inelasticity?



Sharp 
traffic
increase

Energy
decrease...

Lockdown

On the bright side, inelasticity means we can 
carry more traffic with the same power!

TrafficTelefonica

EnergyCogent

[ Does not compute ]



2x and 24x more...

depending on your hypotheses

[ SIGCOMM 2003 ]

On the dark side, it results in
very inefficient wired networks...

The Internet core consumes 
more Joules per Bytes 
than wireless LANs.



Network devices 
are always “on.”

1.

Network devices’ energy consumption 
is mainly independent of traffic load.

2.

Network devices 
are under-utilized. 

3.



Network devices 
are always “on.”

1.

Network devices’ energy consumption 
is mainly independent of traffic load.

2.

Network devices 
are under-utilized. 

3.



Network devices 
are always “on.”

 Peak traffic 

 Fault tolerance

1.

ISP overprovision
networks to support

Network devices’ energy consumption 
is mainly independent of traffic load.

2.

Network devices 
are under-utilized. 

3.



 Peak traffic 

 Fault tolerance

ISP overprovision
networks to support

[ SWITCH weathermap ]



 Peak traffic 

 Fault tolerance

ISP overprovision
networks to support

[ HotCarbon 2023, B ]



 Peak traffic 

 Fault tolerance

ISP overprovision
networks to support

Network devices 
are always “on.”

1.

Network devices’ energy consumption 
is mainly independent of traffic load.

2.

Network devices 
are under-utilized. 

3.

what you get

what you want



What does proportionality
mean for our toy example?

Pidle

0 time

power  As idle power dominates,
low utilization wastes a lot.



What does proportionality
mean for our toy example?

Pidle
0 time

power  As idle power dominates,
low utilization wastes a lot.

 Reducing idle power yields
better proportionality.



What does proportionality
mean for our toy example?

Pidle
0 time

power

0 T0 T

 As idle power dominates,
low utilization wastes a lot.

 Reducing idle power yields
better proportionality.

 Idle power is always there!



What does proportionality
mean for our toy example?

Pidle

0 time

0 T0 T

power  As idle power dominates,
low utilization wastes a lot.

 Reducing idle power yields
better proportionality.

 Idle power is always there!

 ... and it dominates.



What does proportionality 
mean for our toy example?

Pidle

0 time

0 T0 T

power  As idle power dominates,
low utilization wastes a lot.

 Reducing idle power yields
better proportionality.

 Idle power is always there!

 ... and it dominates.

Improving proportionality is 
essentially about taking the 
“average idle power” down.



what you get

what you want
There two ways to
improve energy efficiency.

 Run more often at high utilization

Better efficiency

Increase in total energy...



what you get

what you want
There two ways to
improve energy efficiency.

 Run more often at high utilization

 Take low-utilization power down

Rate
adapation

Sleeping

Better efficiency

Increase in total energy...



What can be turned off?

 Ports

 Line cards

 Switch ...

[ set of ports ]

 Memory banks

 Power supplies

 LEDs ... etc.



What can be turned off?

 Ports

 Line cards

 Switch ...

 Memory banks

 Power supplies

[ set of ports ]

 LEDs ... etc.

It can be more subtle than on/off.

 Change a port rate 
from 100G to 10G

 Down-clock the ASIC

 Cache frequently
used FIB entries



What can be turned off?

 Ports

 Line cards

 Switch ...

 Memory banks

 Power supplies

[ set of ports ]

 LEDs ... etc.

It can be more subtle than on/off.

 Change a port rate 
from 100G to 10G

 Down-clock CPUs

 Cache frequently
used data pieces



The theory says we can save 
tens of energy % in low-utilization networks.

[ NSDI 2008 ] Energy Savings (%)



Let us consider both 
sleeping and rate adaptation.

Energy model E = paTa + piTi pa

pi

Ta Ti

0
Effect of

... sleeping

 pi reduces to ps = 𝛾. pi

 pa is unchanged

... rate adaptation

 reduces both pi and pa

 Ta increases

Switching penalty 𝛿, in time [ no energy penalty ]

𝛿



The sleeping approach is to 
“buffer-and-burst” packets.

Buffer-and-Burst

Classical forwarding

 Ingress router bundles 
same-destination packets together

Buffer-and-burst from the network edges

 Buffers packets for some time then 
sends everything until the buffer is empty

 Turn off the link in-between bursts

 𝛿 wake up delay 1𝑚𝑠

Parameters

 𝐵 buffering time 10𝑚𝑠

Defaults



As expected, the wake-up and buffering times 
strongly affect the scheme’s performance.

Time asleep (%)

Buffering time 𝐵: 10𝑚𝑠

Faster wake-up delay
allows more time asleep

Buffering must be 
longer than the wake-up delay...



As expected, the wake-up and buffering times 
strongly affect the scheme’s performance.

Time asleep (%)

Average utilization: 5%

Longer buffering
allows more time asleep

Time asleep (%)

Buffering time 𝐵: 10𝑚𝑠

Faster wake-up delay
allows more time asleep

Buffering must be 
longer than the wake-up delay...



Ave. delay (ms)

Wake-up delay 𝛿: 1𝑚𝑠

Time asleep (%)

Average utilization: 5%

Longer buffering
allows more time asleep
but...

Longer buffering
induces more
packet delays!



Assuming we can implement it,
buffer-and-burst promise sizable savings.

Energy Savings (%) 𝛾 = Τps pi



Does it work
in practice?

Energy Savings (%)

How much
does it save?

How fast can 
we wake-up?

𝛾 = Τps pi



Does it work
in practice?

Energy Savings (%)

How much
does it save?

How fast can 
we wake-up?

𝛾 = Τps pi



Turning ports off improves efficiency
but we are still far from proportional. 

Still far from proportional
but already much better!

Sleeping



Still far from proportional
but already much better!

Sleeping

This implicitely assumes that, either

However

 All ports are connecting 
to the same endpoint,

 We normally keep 
useless ports on.

Neither is very realistic.



Sleeping and rate adaptation save
even with only a few parallel links.

 Cannot sleep
 Down-rating helps

1 link

 Sleeping is simple 
and effective

 Down-rating helps further

2 links

 The more parallel links,
the more possible savings 

4 links

[ HotCarbon 2023, B ]



The power savings are only a few watts
though it depends on the transceivers.



Does it work
in practice?

Energy Savings (%)

How much
does it save?

How fast can 
we wake-up?

𝛾 = Τps pi

If sleeping ports only, 
energy savings are small.



Does it work
in practice?

How much
does it save?

How fast can 
we wake-up?

Time asleep (%)

Buffering must be 
longer than the wake-up delay

𝐵 = 10𝑚𝑠



The real challenge is 
to turn things back on.

 Ports

 Line cards

 Switch ...

 Memory banks

 Power supplies

[ set of ports ]

 LEDs ... etc.

It’s easy to turn off things

that are never used.

It’s harder to turn off something

that you usually don’t need, but
that you may, eventually.

[ Cisco 8800 power post ]



To turn back on efficiently, we need either 
good reaction time or prediction. Ideally, both.

Stuff must be on when you need it.

Be quick at turning on 
and switch on-demand

Objective

ReactiveTwo approaches

Phone screens

Acurately predict future demand
and switch on early enough

Proactive

Electricity grid



Theory Practice

Wake-up delay (s)

[ Lukas | Master thesis ]



We cannot turn on transceiver 
at traffic timescales (today).

Today’s transcievers are 
1000x slower to start 

than required for “effective savings”

Theory Practice

Wake-up delay (s)

[ Lukas | Master thesis ]



Does it work
in practice?

How much
does it save?

How fast can 
we wake-up?

Time asleep (%)

Buffering must be 
longer than the wake-up delay

𝐵 = 10𝑚𝑠

The wake-up delay is
too long to buffer.



Turning back on efficiently 
is really hard today.Ideally, 

Be quick at turning on 
and switch on-demand

Reactive Proactive

1000x too slow



Turning back on efficiently 
is really hard today.

Acurately predict the
future traffic demand

Reactive Proactive

Known to be
hard in networks



Turning back on efficiently 
is really hard today...
unless we change timescales!

[ Lukas | Poster ]



J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Operational

Networks
& compute

Infrastructure
& HW design

Application
elasticity

... improves
with better...

Not really a 
network matter



Most of the energy inefficiency 
comes from cooling

[ Data Center Energy, 2016 ]

Numbers are old!



Most of the energy inefficiency 
comes from cooling ... so cool less

 Effects of temparature on reliability
are less dramatic than theory suggests

[ SIGMETRICS 2012 ] Empirical study

 Temparature was poorly measured
and managed (back then)

 Temperature variation is more harmful
than the temperature level

DC used to run at 18°C.
Today they often run at 26°C

[ Google | DC efficiency ]



Most of the energy inefficiency 
comes from cooling ... so cool less or reuse the heat.

[ OCP | Heat reuse ]



Improves with 
better networks

J used

Task

J supplied

J used

Carbon

J supplied
Carbon efficiency = x x

Operational

Networks
& compute

Infrastructure
& HW design

Application
elasticity

... improves
with better...



One may reduce the carbon impact
by working when and where the energy is clean.

time-shifting space-shifting

[ Google | Time-shifting post ] [ Carbon-aware Windows update ]



For networks, this idea translates 
to choosing “greener” paths.

[ e-Energy 2023 ] [ CoNEXT 2023 ]



How do we 
measure this?

How can 
we improve?

Can technology
save us?

What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?

55 gCO2eq.



Engraving by Edward Goodall (1795-1870), original title
Manchester, from Kersal Moor after a painting of W. Wylde

Coal-burning factories in 19th-century 
Manchester, England.

Improved technology allowed coal 
to fuel the Industrial Revolution.

This greatly increased
the consumption of coal.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Edward_Goodall&action=edit&redlink=1


Engraving by Edward Goodall (1795-1870), original title
Manchester, from Kersal Moor after a painting of W. Wylde

Coal-burning factories in 19th-century 
Manchester, England.

Improved technology allowed coal 
to fuel the Industrial Revolution.

This greatly increased
the consumption of coal.

Jevons paradoxKnown as the
rebound effectsor

Improving efficiency of a resource usage may result in 
increased consumption of that resource.

[ Wikipedia | Jevons paradox ]

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Edward_Goodall&action=edit&redlink=1


The Jevons paradox
is observed the ICT sector.

Progress in both

GHG emissions of ICT

From 2007

to 2020 hardware and software 

From 2015

to 2020 increased by 5%

[ SSRN 2023 ]



The Jevons paradox
is observed the ICT sector.

Progress in bothFrom 2007  Energy efficiency increased

 Energy usage per subscriber increased

Jevons paradox 
on energy

to 2020 hardware and software 

From 2015

to 2020 increased by 5%

GHG emissions of ICT

[ SSRN 2023 ]



The Jevons paradox
is observed the ICT sector.

Progress in both

 More devices are being sold 

From 2007  Energy efficiency increased

 Most consumers power devices
using carbon-intense energy.

 Energy usage per subscriber increased

Jevons paradox 
on energy

to 2020 hardware and software 

From 2015

to 2020 increased by 5%

Jevons paradox 
on carbon

GHG emissions of ICT

[ SSRN 2023 ]



As “we” keep asking for more, 
the energy use will keep rising.



But wait, what about networks? 

Didn’t we say network power was inelastic anyway?

(I’m glad you asked)



Power increases marginally
with utilization.

1.

Average utilization is low
in ISP networks.

2.

Increasing utilization
improves efficiency.

3.
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Average utilization is low
in ISP networks.

2.

Increasing utilization
improves efficiency.

3.

Networks are intentionally 
kept overprovisioned!

4.



There is a feedback loop that stimulates 
network capacity increase

[ CHI 2016 ]



There is a feedback loop that stimulates 
network capacity increase and energy usage.

[ CHI 2016 ] [ IAB 2022 ]



We must embrace 
some digital sobriety.

Everything has a cost.

 Every picture we upload

 Every conversation we archive

 Every app we download

 Every movie we stream

It is not to say we must not do it

we must be mindful when doing it,
and do it only when actually useful.

but



We must embrace 
some digital sobriety.

Everything has a cost.

It is not to say we must not do it

we must be mindful when doing it,
and do it only when actually useful.

According to the World Economic Forum, 
companies generate 1.3. trillion gigabytes of dark 
data every day. Storing that data for a year using 
non-renewables generates as much CO2 as three 
million flights from London to New York. 

but

We” also includes
the private sector...

“

1.3 million PB

In 2020, Google said it stored four trillion photos, 
with 28 billion new photos and videos uploaded 
each week.

28x109

 Every picture we upload

 Every conversation we archive

 Every app we download

 Every movie we stream

[ Dark data ]

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/world-economic-forum_data-centres-have-a-larger-carbon-footprint-activity-7041875883854286848-ODiF?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android


55 gCO2eq.

How do we 
measure this?

How can 
we improve?

Can technology
save us?

What’s the carbon footprint of 
one hour streaming Netflix?
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If you are interested in learning more or 
getting involved, here are some places to start.

Podcasts

 Environement Variables

 Green I/O

Websites

 ETH Student 
Sustainability Committee

 ETH NetZero

 Greening of Steaming
Blogs

 Low-tech magasine

Tools

 Ecograder

 Website Carbon Calculator

 Electricity Map My Climate Journey

Research

 HotCarbon workshop

 e-Energy conference Fershad Irani

I’m interested in 
your favorites if they 
are not here already!

https://podcast.greensoftware.foundation/
https://greenio.gaelduez.com/
https://www.ssc.ethz.ch/
https://ethz.ch/en/the-eth-zurich/sustainability/net-zero.html
https://www.greeningofstreaming.org/
https://solar.lowtechmagazine.com/
https://ecograder.com/
https://www.websitecarbon.com/
https://app.electricitymaps.com/map
https://www.mcjcollective.com/media/podcast
https://hotcarbon.org/
https://energy.acm.org/conferences/eenergy/2024/
https://fershad.com/writing/


Who cares? 
If you are interested, write me  

<YOU> & ROMAIN!

[ Who cares? ]



Advanced Topics in Communication Networks

Sustainable Networking

I hope you enjoyed the course!

Romain Jacob

jacobr@ethz.ch

Climate stripes.

20181850

portrays the increase of average global temperature
Ed Hawkins, 2018

See you at the exam 

mailto:jacobr@ethz.ch
mailto:jacobr@ethz.ch
https://www.reading.ac.uk/planet/climate-resources/climate-stripes
https://www.reading.ac.uk/planet/climate-resources/climate-stripes
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